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TO:
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport; Ministry of Health; Phnom Penh City Hall

FROM:
Amatak Fitness Co., Ltd.

Subject: Gym Reopening Before the 125th Day
Ministers –
I write to offer a proposal for the opening of health and fitness businesses as we
approach 125 days of closure (June 25). With parts of the country beginning
to open, the lifting of curfews and dining restrictions on 22 May 2021 in Phnom
Penh, as well as the excellent job the government has done with vaccinations
(5.5 MIL, or 35% of the adult population with at least the first dose, and much
higher in Phnom Penh), the COVID19 situation has improved enough to warrant
reopening of gyms and fitness facilities, at least with some conditions.
We understand there are still serious health concerns, and the pandemic has not
ended. The country is still in a sensitive place. However, there is a path forward
to allow these businesses to reopen (in part) without causing undo risk.
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OUR PROPOSAL
To limit risk of spread, we suggest that opening be allowed at all health and
fitness facilities that agree to, and implement the following protocol until areas
have at least 70% vaccination:

Fully Vaccinated Members & Staff
Business may only allow those who are fully vaccinated (2 weeks after second
dose) to come into facilities. The same requirement would be made for all gym
staff. We recommend that a photo system be available and posted (digital or
printed) for inspection if needed to assure compliance. This has the additional
benefit of encouraging some people to get vaccinated who may be hesitant.

1.5 Meter Social Distancing
Arrange equipment and provide guidance and enforcement for all members to
keep 1.5 meters distance between each other when exercising. This may include
providing floor markings or spacing equipment. Our gym specifically has space
for 2 classes and we are proposing reducing class sizes to 10 and 10, allowing 4
square meters per person, more than CDC and WHO guidelines.

Sanitation Protocol
“Wipe Down Every Time” – All gyms to have a wipe down and sanitation policy
posted and enforced requiring wipe down of all equipment immediately after use
with sanitizer and cleaning tools. This could be done by staff or required by gym
members at the choice of the facility, but the business would be required to
enforce the policy.

Natural Ventilation
Natural ventilation has been shown to be key to reducing the spread of
COVID19. Enclosed areas with recycled air increase the possibility of
transmission. All gyms should be required to open doors and windows to help
with natural ventilation. This may cause increased electrical usage for facilities
with air conditioning, but this would be a temporary measure and it better than
not being able to open at all. Many local facilities are open air and as a result,
already lower risk.

Posting of Requirements
The government should provide posters with the final requirements in Khmer,
Chinese and English. This would be required until further restrictions are lifted as
the situation improves.

Government Mandated Compliance
For the above measures, the government should require all facilities should
announce and physical post these requirements inside their facilities. Gyms and
fitness facilities are responsible for enforcing compliance. Members who choose
not to cooperate would not be allowed in the facilities.
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THE ECONOMIC FUTURE OF HEALTH
& FITNESS BUSINESSES
For many businesses, revenue is down at least 80%, and for many it is 0 (no
revenue at all). If not able to reopen soon, many of these small businesses will
fail, sacrificing much needed jobs and health activities to the public. Although I
am a foreign owner, the majority of our staff, and our members are Khmer and
the possibility of permanent closure effects them the most.
Please note, that gyms, unlike schools, cannot earn revenue in the same way a
school might. Yes, many of businesses have attempted online workouts and
instruction (we have) as well as created donation campaigns, but unlike
education, fitness is still largely an optional activity, and most people choose not
to participate in if they do not have access to the facility or the space at home to
do exercise.
We believe strong physical and mental health are also tools to combat COVID19.
Gyms and fitness facilities contribute to both, from the physical exertion, to
interacting with friends and the community in healthy activities. Allowing these
businesses to reopen, with these conditions, should add essentially no risk to the
current situation (since all would be vaccinated), while allowing these businesses
to survive. We think this strategy is a win for all, and we humbly ask you to
consider this request before we enter the 125-day closed mark.
Thank you for reading our request and we hope to hear an answer soon.

_____________________
Corbett Hix
Owner, Amatak Fitness Co., Ltd.

corbett@crossfitamatak.com
+855 89 900 381
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